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NORWAY WINS NC TEAM SPRINT IN ITALY
GERMANY AND AUSTRIA GET ON THE PODIUM

FIS Nordic Combined World Cup in Val di Fiemme (Italy)
 Norwegian Schmid and Graabak seize gold in the Team Sprint event
Germany and Austria complete the Italian podium
Individual Gundersen HS134/10k tomorrow in Val di Fiemme


Jan Schmid and Joergen Graabak (NOR) are the winners of the Nordic Combined Team Sprint held in Val di Fiemme - Italy today. Team Norway I kept back the German duo Manuel Faisst and Fabian Riessle and Austrian first team (Bernhard Gruber and Sepp Schneider).
During the freezing morning jumps (-10°C at the SJ Stadium of Predazzo) the Austrian squad showed amazing flying skills and recorded the longest jump of the day, 130.5 meters by Sepp Schneider, with Gruber doing a great job too. The team led by yesterday's winner in Val di Fiemme Gruber closed ahead of Germans by 0,2 seconds and both Norwegian teams, while home team composed of Armin Bauer and Alessandro Pittin struggled behind, 1 minute 23 seconds late. 
The cross country part was immediatley a battle between Gruber and Riessle who kept the lead of the race for three out of ten laps. During the fourth lap, team Austria II, Norway I, France, Norway II and Slovenia reached the leading duo and nobody wanted to attack at that stage. A bunch of seven athletes skied all the  way to the penultimate lap. The tenth began with both Austrian teams in the lead together with team Germany and Norwegian first team. Gruber decided to push harder along the last uphill before the final straight, but this, as he himself admitted at the end, was not a good move cause in so doing Graabak and Riessle could follow the Austrian and save some energies for the eventual sprint. The Norwegian skier managed to overtake his opponents and cross the finish line 0.9 seconds ahead of Riessle and 1.6 seconds of Gruber. Italy I closed in eight place. 
The Nations Cup Ranking after the Val di Fiemme step reads Germany in the lead with 3541 points, but Norway got closer and now follows with 3474 points. Austria sits on the third provisional place with 2263 points. 
A new race is taking place tomorrow in Italy, an Individual Gundersen event HS134/10k, kicking off at 10am. The XC part is scheduled at 2pm at the cross country arena. The so-called 'Fiemme Triple' currently underway amongst the Dolomites has been organised by the Nordic Ski Fiemme OC and is the last World Cup leg before the Nordic Worlds Ski Championships taking place in Sweden in less than three weeks.
Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com

download TV footage:
http://www.broadcaster.it/events/fis-world-cup-nordic-combined

Team Sprint HS 134/2x7.5 km

1 NORWAY I 0.0 (SCHMID Jan - GRAABAK Joergen); 2 GERMANY +0.9 (FAISST Manuel -RIESSLE Fabian); 3 AUSTRIA I +1.6 (SCHNEIDER Sepp - GRUBER Bernhard); 4 AUSTRIA II +6.4 (KLAPFER Lukas - ORTER Philipp); 5  FRANCE I +12.4 (LACROIX Sebastien - BRAUD Francois); 6 NORWAY II +17.4 (ANDERSEN Espen - MOAN Magnus H.); 7 SLOVENIA +25.6 (BERLOT Gasper - JELENKO Marjan); 8 ITALY I +59.5 (BAUER Armin - PITTIN Alessandro); 9 FRANCE II +2:22.3 (LAFARGE Geoffrey - LAHEURTE Maxime); 10 ITALY II +2:23.1 (RUNGGALDIER Lukas - RUNGGALDIER Mattia) 


